Intelligent Wired with Solar Tracking
(SDN 2.0 with animeo® IP by Somfy®)

animeo® IP: This is an add-on device to allow total solar management. An intuitive user interface allows for simplified commissioning, building management and technical support, drag-and-drop programming, motor auto discovery, and “at a glance” real-time system status updates.

- animeo IP automates natural light management based on the sun’s position in the sky and façade orientation to minimize glare and maximize the opportunity for daylighting.

- During active sun tracking periods, animeo IP’s Solar Entrance Depth Management feature will adjust and maintain the solar shade height to limit the distance that sunlight enters into the space. This results in the ability to protect furnishings, maximize daylight availability and minimize glare on work surfaces and computer screens.

- With animeo IP’s timed events feature, schedules can be created to keep buildings’ energy efficient based on certain times of day. Creating timed events around periods of high occupancy (between 8:00AM and 6:00PM, Monday through Friday) and low occupancy (weekends, holidays) ensures the building is running as efficiently as possible.